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The object of the invention is to provide a golf 
lclub case embodying a rigid but comparatively 
light frame in which golf clubs may be held in an 
orderly manner, so that they will be prevented 
:from impact with one another when being trans 
ported and will also be readily observable individ 
ually for selection in playing the game of golf; to 
,provide a case of the kind indicated which in 
cludes a storage compartment for tees and golf 
balls and which supports in accessible position a 
limited number of tees and balls for immediate 
use; to provide arcase of the kind specified in 
which the frame is enclosed with a removable 
cover and equipped with carrying means that 
make it susceptible of transporting by hand or 
support from the shoulder; and generally to pro 
vide a golf club case comprising the features men 
tioned but which may be cheaply manufactured 
and marketed. Y 
With this object in view the invention consists 

of a construction and combination of parts of 
.which a preferred embodiment is illustrated in 
the accompanying drawings in which: 

Figure 1 is a central vertical sectional view of 
the invention; ' 

Figure 2 is a top plan view of the frame, the 
standards being shown in section; y 

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view of the frame 
just above the plane of the top of the storage 
compartment; and 

Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view of the frame 
just above the plane of the base plate. 
,The frame which, when the case is not in use, 

is enclosed with a removable cover Ii), is composed 
of the spaced plates I I, yI2 and I3 and the stand 
ards I4 and I5, the former being of generally oval 
form with the standards passing through them 
and being iixedly secured thereto by means of 
pins driven in the edges of the plates and passing 
diametrically through the standards. By means 
of this arrangement the plates and standards are 
fabricated into a rigid frame of which the top and 
base plates I3 and II serve as the supporting 
means for golf clubs, such as indicated at I‘I in 
Figure 1. 
In order that the clubs so supported may be 

held in spaced relation and thus be susceptible of 
quick selection by a player, the top plate I3, 
throughout its perimeter, except the heel or that 
part between the two standards I5, is provided 
with clips I8 of generally rectangular form and 
clips I8a of generally triangular form. The iac 
ing sides of adjacent clips are inwardly curved 
so that the curved portion of the one is comple 
mental to the curved portion of the other thus 
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2 . 
forming a seat I9 for the shaft of the golf club 
just below the head thereof, Being made of 
spring metal, the clips yield in withdrawing or 
inserting a golf club shaft. 
The lower ends of the golf club shafts, when a 

full complement are mounted in the several seats, 
rest on the Abase plate I I just within the metal 
band 20 peripherally attached to the base plate 
with its lower edge flush with the bottom face of 
the base plate and its upper» edge well above the 
top face of the latter. The band thus acts as a 
guard to keep the lower ends of the shafts within 
the area of the base plate. ` 
Mounted centrally on the base plate II is a 

i, storage case for tees, balls et cetera, this case 
having the same contour cross-sectionally as the 
kbase plate but being of less perimeter than the 
latter, so that adequate rest space for the golf 
club shafts may obtain between the band 20 and 
the storage case. This storage case is composed 
of a base 2| secured to the base plate II, a shell 
22, preferably of metal, rising from the base 2l, 
extending through the plate I2 and opening on 
the top face of the latter, being closed at this 

' »i upper end with a cover 23 hinged, as at 24, to the 
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plate I2 and equipped with a hand knob 25. 
On the top plate I3 balls and tees for immedi 

ate use are conveniently supported and to that 
end the top plate is formed with openings 26 of 
the contour of zones of spheres of the same di 
ameter as that of golf balls, these openings con 
stituting ball seats. These openings are covered 
with a removable guard 21 of cylindrical form and 
open on the under side and closed on top. On 

-.- the under side of the top, at the center, is an in 
ternally threaded socket 28 which is engaged 
with or disengaged from the threaded post 29 
positioned symmetrically with respect to the ball 
seats 26 and secured to the plate I3 through the 
instrumentality of its head 3U and lock-nut 3| 
which abut respectively the bottom and top faces 
of the plate I3. Removal or replacement of the 
guard is accomplished by rotating it bodily in the 
proper direction to disengage it from or engage it 
with the post 29, the lower edge of the guard 
frictionally engaging the top face of the plate I3 
in the attached position when it covers the balls 
and retains them in their seats. 
To provide for keeping tees available for imme 

diate use, the guard 2l (as illustrated) or the 
plate I3 is formed with uniformly spaced holes 
which serve as seats for tees 32 which will readily 
keep their places therein whether the guard be in 
its closure position or not. 
In order that the contents of the frame may be 
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shielded and rendered inaccessible to unauthor 
ized persons, the cover I0 is provided. This cover 
is removable in its entirety. When attached to 
the frame, however, it entirely encloses the latter. 
Of generally tubular form, the cover is closed at 
the upper end just below which it is provided, on 
the side wall, with a fabric strip sewed thereto to 
form ardownwardly opening pocket in which is 
received `the upper ends of the standards |15 
which are joined'by a'îbowed section'34, the two 
standards being integral parts of the same rod 
bent to bring the two sections constituting theV 
standards into parallelism. 
The cover l!) is formed with a clearanceïopen-` _ 

ing 35 just below the plane of they plate 43 for the 
handle 36 and shoulder strap 31, the two being 
secured to the standards I5. Belowîthe opening 
35 and extending therefrom to the lower open 
end, the cover is split and the edges ofthe same 
are equipped with rowsi‘of teeth constituting the 
'intercurrent teeth-‘738v o’f--a slide fastener ofï which 
the-:slide F33 Tcarries #a swinging combination 
"finger 'Y piece »and «hasn-5&9 '-’engageablel with a post 
4| on the perimeter ofthe »base plateî H )the post 
having =an 'opening 'in *which is vreceived -the 

On the bandïZûidia‘metrically opposite the post 
l'Haris -the'male mernberfo'fA a snap fastener ¿i3 of 
which theffemale i member is attached to the 
'cover' l Il.> /B-yfthís means thecoverr is ' detachably 
lse‘curedltofthe lframeat- a point vremote' from the 
»posti-M >aswell asiat’ the post. 

It is obvious that thecas‘e maybe 'carried‘by 
vhand through` the medium of ' the7 handle “3B ' or 
supportedv from the shoulder" by looping theY strap 
"3T over the latter; ’that the'casewill stand up 
right-'on its base plateiil gthat the frame and its 
contents ~a're Acompletely' enclosed'and ‘the kcon 
tents protected from vsurrepti‘tio‘us`~r`ernova1"when 
lthe> cover .is attached'i‘thatthe cover‘rnay be ‘re 
rnoved in its ventiretyto’ make lall of ‘the various 
contained clubsirea'dil'y accessible; 'and that the 
'clipsl i8 form-positive"rneansdor retaining the 
i‘clubs in»separated'positions"from which any se 
lected-club may be readily’witlidrawn. 
The invention v‘having been‘descri‘b'ed, what is 

yclaimed as Anew and >useful is: 
1. A golf? club case'comprising a frame, 'means 
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carried by the frame for racking golf clubs in 
separated positions, and a removable cover en 
closing the frame, the latter embodying spaced 
parallel plates and standards spanning the plates, 
at least two of the standards being joined at their 
upper ends with a bowed element and the cover 
having an interiorly positioned inverted pocket 
in which said upper ends and bowed element 
arereceived. 

2. A'golf clubfcase comprising laji'rame, means 
carried by the frame for racking golf clubs in 
«separated positions, and a removable cover en 
closing the frame, the latter embodying spaced 

' Aparallel plates and standards spanning the plates, 
15 
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at least »two of the standards being joined at their 
upper ends with a bowed element and the cover 
having> anrriînteriorly positioned inverted pocket 
in whichsaid upper ends and bowed element are 
received, the cover also having a side split ex 
tending frorn its bottonr‘edge to a point just below 
vthe' ,uppermostr‘of-'said plates, and'a slide fastener 
re1easably‘closing said-slit and 'havingits slide 
provided'k with 'an element engaging a‘c‘omple 
mental element lonthe l‘owermost‘o'f'said plates. 

3. In a, golf ̀club case, ua' frame* member having 
syimn'etrically 'arranged'fgolf ball 'seats formed 
in the >top thereof, and-'aírernovab'l‘e vguardîcover 
Ving said seats, the frame 'member having _a 
threaded post “centrally and" symmetrically posif 

having an interior'ly ‘positioned internal-ly 
'threaded socket "engageab‘le' with ‘said~ post. 
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